KeyWords: new energy automobile enterprise；the synergetic development ； diversification strategy Abstract: In this paper, taking the automobile enterprises BYD as the research target, based on the basic theory of synergetic development, the author constructs the new energy automobile enterprise products synergetic development quantitative evaluation model, analyses the diversification strategy of automobile industry based on selected indexes vertically, and puts forward some corresponding suggestions, in order to provide the theory support for the reasonable layout of the automobile industry and making the benefit for the enterprise, and to provide theoretical basis and decision-making reference for more effective implementation of diversification strategy of new energy automobile enterprises of our country.
When mankind entered twenty-first Century，the state began to pay more and more attention to the sustainable development strategy. Especially the sustainable development of energy in the national strategic thinking to occupy an increasingly important proportion.
The car consumes a huge oil every year, and the petroleum resources is non-renewable resources. The basic idea of the sustainable development of the car energy is while the rapid economic growth of the automobile system, with the steady development of the automobile industry, the low energy consumption and the social environment protection.
Goold considers that pursuit synergy is one of the main objectives of enterprise diversification [1] . "Synergy" is a kind of relation between different things, a mutual harmony and positive matching relationship; and "collaborative development" is the dynamic relationship between mutual promotion and synchronous forward changes in the development state of things; the diversification not related to enterprise's performance [2] , trade can't influence on diversification. The correlation between the actual results of the comprehensive evaluation and the evaluation index is proportional to the correlation degree ，The higher the correlation degree between the indexes, the better the main component analysis is. When the correlation between the indicators is smaller, each principal component carries the amount of information is less [3] .
So far, Professor Qiu Dong has systemically research the theoretical problem of comprehensive evaluation method of the principal component, in 1991 he analyse the basic idea of comprehensive evaluation method, basic steps and mechanism (including the characteristics, the advantages and disadvantages)of the principal component analyze and evaluate ways [4] . In the aspect of quantitative assessment of synergy effect, the paper makes quantitative assessment of the synergetic development of urban ecological environment and economy by the introduction of the International Conference on Advances in Energy and Environmental Science (ICAEES 2015) synergetic degree model proposed by the scholar Yang Shihong [5] . Literature [6] based on concept of synergy for the enterprise strategy, generally the analyze accord to different aspects ，such as the synergy path, evaluating collaborative performance and control risk and synergy， from the two aspects of qualitative and quantitative accurately grasp the synergy concept. Literature [7] based on the theory of synergy strategic, deem that main business of enterprises is closely related with the real estate industry enterprises, if adopt the diversification strategy can acquire synergy，then it is good for the development of enterprises main business. Rumeltrp [8] discusses the enterprises through diversified development strategy to obtain synergy effect ，seek correct synergy types and establish appropriate synergy degree and looking for high returns the synergy opportunities and other strategic question.
Synergetic development calculation and evaluation criteria
According to the content of synergy degree in two systems, generally adopt the following three steps to get development synergy degree between the two systems：（1）Calculate the synergy degree between the two systems；（2）Calculate the synergy degree between two systems; （3） Compute the degree of development synergy based on the degree of development and the degree of synergy.
Adopt synergy of the formula putted forward by Yang Shi hong [6] ,the model is：
In the formula，f （x）is the benefit index of system one； g （y） is the benefit index of system two；ai and bi respecttively represent the weight of evaluation index； xi is used to describe the i-th indicator in system one；yi is used to describe the i-th indicator in system two.
To calculate the standardization, the value of xi and yi was quantified, the value is given by the following formula;
0 i x is the standard value for the i-th index, when the index bigger the better, the value of x i based on calculation of the formula (1) ,when the index smaller the better, the value of xi based on calculation of the formula (2) ,the value of i y by similar analogy.
According to the formula f(x) and g(y) can get the comprehensive evaluation index of system two and system one, t=a f(x)+b g(y),a and b is weight ; This paper takes a=b=0.5. Then use relevant mathematical principles and deviation to analysis, deduced the expression of synergetic development degree of system one and two is Dct = , where C is the synergy degree of system one and two,
After the synergetic development degree is obtained, it should be based on certain criteria to division the level and type, according to the size of the synergetic development degree make the synergy development of system one and two divided into five types, shown as table1.1: 
The vertical comparison and development suggestions for BYD new energy auto development
This paper analyzed the three departmental systems of BYD new energy vehicles one by one, respectively analyze the synergetic development condition of the three departmental systems in vertical direction, analyze the reasons based on the annual development synergy value and the synergetic development type. But this is only the analysis of a single system, which means that ignore influence of the external and internal environment on a single system sector. In fact, synergy relations is not only exhibition synergy between BYD corporation and the external environment, the more important is the synergy between the various inside departmental systems of BYD. Therefore, in order to adjust the relevant policies timely, for the development of the external environment, only the company can do is to adapt and cater to, or prediction based on relevant information. According to figure.1 shows the synergetic development curve, from 2010 to 2011 years of synergetic development curve is basically in the fair state，that is to say, the common development between this periods of the three system is in the stable development state. From 2011 to 2012 years of hybrid cars and fuel cell vehicles and hybrid vehicles and pure electric vehicles, the synergetic development value is slightly decrease, mainly constrained by oil and other resource .Between 2012 and 2013, the synergy value increased contrast to 2012, that is to find a balance point between the two systems, the system is in a healthy development state.
Based on the above analysis, due to the influence of the external environment are required for the development of automobile, focusing on the development of new energy vehicles is the core matter of today's automotive business development, it is an inevitable choice for the automobile enterprises positive and healthy development, the new energy vehicles must occupy a considerable proportion in the automobile enterprise's financial control, that can leads the good momentum of development in automobile enterprises.
And in the new energy automotive interior systems, mainly include hybrid vehicles, fuel cell vehicles, pure electric vehicles, in terms of internal and external development environment, hybrid vehicle is still the development core of new energy automotive systems, it is the top priority, in the financial system, it impact on other systems larger, and the traditional automobiles can be traced to the same origin, both of them are closely linked, directly affect the enterprise's development. The support for fuel cell vehicles should be in the secondary status, and its development is mainly subject to technical bottleneck, but it has a strong development prospect. Then it is a pure electric car system, it is mainly restricted by limited technical and current infrastructure development environment, but with the pure electric vehicle infrastructure completed in society, the pure electric vehicle industry has a bright development prospects.
